VS860 USER MANUAL

Item NO.

VS860

The Humidew Stand-Alone Scent Diffuser requires no water or heat to disperse essential oil
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fragrance into the air. It is quiet and efficient with adjustable settings for the timer, density of
outflow and an interval setting for a burst of scent every 30 to 300 seconds.

Parameter

Model

VS860

Dimension

Φ 69*Φ 130*H314mm

Voltage

DC12V

Power

6W

Noise Level

<38dba

Net Weight

1.4KG

Suitable Coverage

100-200 cubic meters

Color

Silver/Black
VS860 vertical ultrasonic aroma diffuser has a classic cylindrical design, with texturized
external surface made from pure aluminum alloy.
Product Feature

Japanese long-life compression pump
Cold air diffusion technology
Easy operation and maintenance
Touch control panel.
12V/1A power plug

Accessories

Standby nozzle
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION

1. Adding essential oil
Hold the top and bottom of the diffuser and rotate top hand counter clockwise and bottom hand clockwise. Remove/unscrew the
oil bottle and add your desired essential oil, then replace the bottle and re-attach the top of the diffuser.

2. Connect power adapter
Connect the power adapter to the lower power access point on the unit [DC POWER IN], plug into the power outlet.

3. Control instruction
① Press this “TIMER” button to turn on & turn off the machine.
A red light indicates “power on”, but the device will not begin until a blue light is indicated.
② Pressing the “TIMER” button will toggle thru the 3 durations - 1 hour, 4 hours and 8 hours, press button again to switch the
machine off.
③ Pressing the “DENSITY” button will change the output from 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%
④ Pressing the “INTERVAL” button will set a pause duration, either 30 seconds, 60 seconds, 120 seconds or 300 seconds.

Maintenance
The nozzle and other inside parts of diffuser should be cleaned with alcohol before storing for long periods.
To clean put suitable amount alcohol into bottle, let the machine run for 10-15 minutes, then turn off machine and remove any
alcohol from the bottle.

Caution

1) The voltage of machine is DC12V,do not connect to other voltage;
2) Do not use machine overload;
3) Do not keep machine upside down and tilted with aroma oil in bottle.
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